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Abstract
Finite Gaussian mixtures are a flexible modeling tool for samples from heterogeneous
populations. When modeling with mixtures using an exchangeable prior on the com-
ponent features, the component labels are arbitrary and are indistinguishable in pos-
terior analysis. This makes it impossible to attribute meaningful interpretation to the
marginal posterior distributions of the component features. We present an alterna-
tive to the exchangeable prior: by assuming that a small number of latent class labels
are known a priori, we can make inference on the component features without post-
processing. Our method can be justified as a data-dependent informative prior on the
labelings. We show that our method produces interpretable results, often similar to
those resulting from relabeling algorithms, with the added benefit that the marginal in-
ferences originate directly from a well-specified probability model. We provide practical
guidelines for model selection and we demonstrate our method on real and simulated
data.
Keywords: constrained prior, MCMC post-processing, data-dependent prior,
expectation-maximization algorithm, label switching
1 Introduction
Finite Gaussian mixtures provide a flexible modeling framework that is frequently applied
to data from irregularly-shaped or heterogeneous populations. They produce useful ap-
proximations to irregularly-shaped densities in both univariate and multivariate settings
(Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter (2006), Marin and Robert (2014), Rossi (2014)). Results concerning
the accuracy and consistency of the approximations (as the number of components increases
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at an appropriate rate) have been established both in the frequentist and in the Bayesian
settings (Roeder and Wasserman (1997), Genovese and Wasserman (2000), Norets and Pe-
lenis (2012)). In many situations, if the true density is well-behaved in the tails, satisfactory
approximations can be obtained using a small or moderate number of mixture components.
When mixture distributions are used to model heterogeneous populations, the mixture com-
ponents are thought to represent clusters of similar units. Such analyses are found in areas
such as medicine, social sciences, and genetics, where identifying subgroups of similar indi-
viduals may help to generate hypotheses for future research. In such settings, inference on
the parameters of component distributions provides population-level information about the
features of groups, which can elucidate the overarching patterns of heterogeneity within a
population. The mixture modeling framework may also be used to estimate a probabilistic
clustering structure from the data. Accurate estimates of component-specific parameters,
with attendant measures of uncertainty, become a vital element of inference in these settings.
If the population comprises well-understood groups, it is appropriate to incorporate the
groups’ known features into the model choices. Often, however, little is known about these
groups ahead of time, and the mixture model is used to identify similar observations in the
data without prior knowledge of their relative locations and scales. It is natural in such
cases to assume prior exchangeability of component features. Under an exchangeable model
the component labels may be arbitrarily permuted without changing the probability model,
leading to a posterior distribution on the component-specific parameters that is symmetric
about the k! possible reconfigurations of the labels. This posterior symmetry in no way
hinders the model’s predictive ability, but it does limit the scope of potential inference
about features of the component distributions.
Adopting standard notation (e.g., Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter (2006)), we represent the likeli-
hood for a k-component finite Gaussian mixture model for a response y = (y1, . . . , yn) as
2
f(y|γ,η) =
n∏
i=1
k∑
j=1
ηjφ(yi; γj), (1)
where η = (η1, . . . , ηk) is the vector of mixture proportions and γ = (γ1, . . . , γk), with jth
element γj = (θj, σj), is the vector of component-specific parameters. The notation φ(yi; γj)
denotes the normal density with mean θj and standard deviation σj, evaluated at yi. It is
often helpful to write the model (1) hierarchically, using latent variables s = {s1, . . . , sn},
si ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i = 1, . . . , n, to indicate cluster membership. The resulting likelihood is
f(y|s,γ) =
n∏
i=1
φ(yi; γsi), where P (Si = j|η) = ηj , i = 1, . . . , n. (2)
If the relative locations and scales of the components are unknown before the analysis, it is
often reasonable to specify an exchangeable prior, in which, a priori, the labels of the compo-
nents are arbitrary. An exchangeable prior with density pi will satisfy pi(γ,η) = pi(ρq(γ,η)),
q = 1, . . . , k!, where q indexes all possible permutations of the integers 1, . . . , k and ρq(·) re-
labels its argument according to the qth permutation. When an exchangeable prior is used,
the posterior distribution is also exchangeable, and inference on the component parameters
becomes difficult. This is because the exchangeable posterior is symmetric with respect to
the k! labelings of the components. In practice, this typically results in k! symmetric modes
in the posterior distribution. The marginal distributions of the component-specific param-
eters are identical. When Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods are used to sample from
the posterior distribution of (γ,η), a well-mixed chain will jump from one possible labeling
to another, a phenomenon referred to as “label-switching.” When label-switching occurs,
ergodic averages cannot be used for inference on the component-specific features. Much
work has been devoted to either preventing or reversing this label-switching by placing prior
constraints on the parameter space or by post-processing posterior samples in a way that
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allows only one possible labeling of the mixture components. These approaches, particularly
the post-processing approach, are popular in practice.
Prior identifiability constraints create a non-exchangeable prior by requiring γ to lie in
some sub-region of the parameter space that is compatible with only one possible labeling.
For example, one could require that θ1 < . . . < θk with probability 1. The result is a
prior distribution on γ that is not exchangeable. The limitations of these approaches are
addressed in detail by, among others, Celeux et al. (2000) and Jasra et al. (2005). They are
often considered too informative in their strict restrictions of the parameter space and may
not effectively isolate a single modal region of the posterior distribution. It is not always
obvious, a priori, what choice of constraint is appropriate for a problem.
Relabeling algorithms, such as those presented by Stephens (2000); Celeux et al. (2000);
Marin et al. (2005); Papastamoulis and Iliopoulos (2010); Rodriguez and Walker (2014),
and Li and Fan (2016), tend to be preferred. These algorithms specify a loss function and
find the labeling that minimizes the loss function for each posterior sample of (γt,ηt) and,
if sampled, st. Upon convergence, these algorithms restrict each posterior sample to only
on possible labeling. For this reason, Jasra et al. (2005) have described this strategy as
a way of automatically applying an identifiability constraint. Relabeling algorithms often
appear to perform “better” than prior constraints, producing relabeled posterior samples of
γj that have unimodal and well-separated marginal densities. In contrast to methods based
on prior constraints, it is not straightforward to obtain expressions for the joint or marginal
distributions of the elements of γ corresponding to a relabeling method. The constrained
region of the parameter space is the solution to the iterative minimization of the chosen
loss function, and, as such, cannot be described concisely as a component of the probability
model. Because its constraints are not the result of a clearly defined prior specification,
it is difficult to evaluate rigorously the underlying structure that the relabeling algorithm
imposes upon a problem. While it may have exploratory value, it is not obvious whether
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this approach can be justified as a basis for making inferential claims about the posterior
distribution of the component-specific parameters.
In modeling situations where the features of the mixture components represent mean-
ingful characteristics of subgroups of the population, a model-based solution, rather than
a post-hoc relabeling, will provide a more appropriate basis upon which to interpret the
mixture parameters. a mixture modeling framework that eliminates the model’s posterior
exchangeability while avoiding the strong, subjective restrictions imposed by prior identifia-
bility constraints. We accomplish these goals by introducing a modification to the standard
finite Gaussian mixture model, the anchor model, in which we pre-classify a small number of
observations. This breaks the prior symmetry in a data-dependent manner, without requiring
prior knowledge of component locations and/or scales. The proposed modeling framework
requires a modest amount of pre-processing to identify the pre-classified observations but
avoids the computational burden of post-processing. On the whole, we found no appreciable
differences in computational cost between our method and most popular post-processing
methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our proposed
anchored mixture model and its basic properties. In Section 3 we outline two practical
strategies for model specification. In Sections 4 and 5 we present data analysis examples
that make use of our proposed methodology. In Section 6 we state some concluding remarks
and discuss directions for possible future developments.
2 Anchor models
The idea of assuming known labels for some observations has been considered by Chung et al.
(2004), who present this as a way of specifying an informative prior, and, more recently, by
Egidi et al. (2018), who propose a post-processing strategy that identifies and labels obser-
vations with zero posterior probability of being allocated to the same mixture component.
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Related approaches that disallow specific allocations of the observations to the various mix-
ing components have been suggested as a means of guaranteeing propriety of the posterior
distribution if improper priors are specified (Diebolt and Robert, 1994; Wasserman, 2000).
We build on these ideas by formalizing this strategy as a modeling procedure that requires
no post-processing of an MCMC sample. A careful pre-classification of a small number of
observations yields a well-defined model with mixture components that can accurately reflect
homogeneous subgroups in the population. We define the anchor model and describe several
of its basic properties in the following sections. We present these properties for a simplified
mixture that satisfies two conditions:
C.1: The mixture proportions are known and equal; i.e., ηj = 1/k, j = 1, . . . , k.
C.2: The prior on γ = (γ1, . . . , γk) has product form
∏k
j=1 pi(γj), for some density pi.
We require the first property for simplicity of exposition. Similar properties are easily es-
tablished for the case in which η is unknown and are given in Kunkel (2018).
2.1 Definition of an anchor model
Consider the Gaussian mixture likelihood with latent allocations as in (2), mixture propor-
tions as in C.1, and an exchangeable prior as in C.2. We modify this model by replacing,
for a small number of observations, the exchangeable multinomial distribution on Si with a
degenerate distribution at one component label. These observations will be called anchor
points. If i is the index of an anchored observation, P (Si = j) = 1 for one prespecified
component j. This restricts the support of S so that a subset of the possible allocations
has prior probability of 0. The resulting model can be fully described using k index sets
Aj, j = 1, . . . , k, where Aj contains the indices of those observations in the dataset that are
to be “anchored” to the jth component and A = {A1, . . . , Ak} is the set of indices of all
anchor points. We use mj to denote the number of points anchored to the jth component
and m =
∑k
j=1mj to denote the total number of anchor points. Some of the Aj may be
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empty and the number of components that contain one or more anchor points is denoted by
k0 ≤ k. The probability density for yi under an anchor model A can be written using latent
allocations as
f(yi|Si = si,γ) = φ(yi; γsi), PA(Si = j) =

1/k, i /∈ A,
1, i ∈ Aj ,
0, i ∈ Aj′ , j′ 6= j,
(3)
for j = 1, . . . , k,or, averaging out the latent allocations, as
fA(yi|γ,η) =
k
−1∑k
j=1 φ(yi; γj), i /∈ A,
φ(yi; γj), i ∈ Aj , j = 1, . . . , k.
(4)
Since an observation can be anchored to at most one component, we require Aj ∩Ah = ∅ for
j = 1, . . . , k0 − 1 and h = j + 1, . . . , k0. To impose a unique labeling on each anchor model,
we may further require that Aj 6= ∅ for j = 1, . . . , k0, (if any components have no anchor
points, they will be labeled k0 + 1, . . . , k) and that mini(A1) < mini(A2) < . . . < mini(Ak0).
For notational convenience, we will occasionally denote the values of the anchor points by
x = (x1, . . . ,xk), where xj = {yi : i ∈ Aj}.
2.2 Basic properties
In the three propositions presented in this section, we discuss some features of an anchor
model which may be readily understood via the latent allocation representation in (2). The
notation S will denote the set of all kn possible allocation vectors of length n, the sample
space of the latent variable S under the exchangeable model. Each allocation vector separates
the data into k or fewer groups of observations and we will refer to each unique grouping
as a “partition” of the data. All allocation vectors that are equal up to a relabeling of the
component labels induce the same partition of the data; e.g., we will say that the allocations
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(1, 2, 2, 2, 3) and (2, 1, 1, 1, 3) induce the same partition.
Proposition 1 Consider an anchor model A = {A1, . . . , Ak} with m anchor points. Let
S A be the subset of allocations that has nonzero probability under A. Then S A contains
kn−m elements and A assigns probability zero to every allocation that satisfies si = s′i, for
some i ∈ Aj and i′ ∈ Aj′, j 6= j′.
The statement about the size of S A follows from the fact that each possible allocation
s ∈ S A has m fixed elements corresponding to the anchor points and that each of the
remaining n − m elements of s can take on any of the values in {1, . . . , k}. The second
statement follows from the definition of an anchor model and represents a key difference
between anchor models and relabeling methods that also restrict the set of allocations:
anchor models eliminate some groupings of the data whereas algorithmic approaches such
as those of Papastamoulis and Iliopoulos (2010) and Rodriguez and Walker (2014) create a
restricted set of allocations that includes exactly one labeling for each partition.
Proposition 2 An anchor model A = {A1, . . . , Ak} imposes a unique labeling on each parti-
tion that has nonzero probability if and only if A1, . . . , Ak−1 are non-empty; that is, k0 ≥ k−1.
The statement is proved in the Appendix. When the condition in Proposition 2 holds, the an-
chor model admits no labeling ambiguity, thus eliminating all symmetries of the exchangeable
model. The following, related property substantiates the claim that a well-specified anchor
model can produce marginal posterior distributions for the component specific parameters
exhibiting distinct features.
Proposition 3 Consider an anchor model A = {A1, . . . , Ak}. Then for any j ≤ k0, the
marginal posterior density of γj is distinct from the marginal posterior density of γj′, for
each j′ 6= j, provided that pi(·) in C.2 on page 6 is a density that is continuous and positive
on an open subset of the parameter space.
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Denote by pA(s|y) the posterior probability of s given y under anchor model A and express
the marginal posterior density of γj under model A in terms of the latent allocations as
pA(γj|y) =
∑
s∈SA p(γj|y, s)pA(s|y). Proposition 3 is proved in the Appendix and follows
from noting that p(γj|y, s) only depends on y through {yi : si = j}, the subset of the data
assigned to component j by s, so that the observations yi anchored to component j always
contribute to the updating of p(γj|y, s) but never contribute to the updating of p(γj′|y, s).
2.3 Model evidence.
One key advantage of the anchor model is that each set of possible anchor points results
in a unique, well-defined probability model, making it possible to compare different anchor
models using standard model selection criteria. The goodness-of-fit of an anchor model A
with m anchored points may be evaluated using the model marginal likelihood, defined,
in the assumed simplified setting, as mA(y) =
∫
fA(y|γ)pi(γ)dγ. This expression can be
expressed in terms of the latent allocations as
mA(y) = k
m−n ∑
s∈SA
m(y|s), (5)
where m(y|s) is defined as m(y|s) = ∫ f(y|γ, s)pi(γ)dγ. Based on Equation (5), the good-
ness of fit of an anchor model A will be determined by the value of m(y|s) averaged over
all allocations in S A. The terms m(y|s) describe the model evidence conditional on the
allocation s and, under C.1 on page 6, are proportional to the posterior probability of allo-
cation s. Well-fitting anchor models will be those for which S A contains allocations with
high posterior probability.
A closed-form expression for m(y|s) is available for some models, which can provide
heuristic, generalizable insight into which points should be anchored. For example, consider
a location mixture model with σ2 known, so that γj is simply the mean of the jth Gaus-
sian component, and a prior density pi(γ) =
∏k
j=1 φ(γj;µ, τ
2). The conditional marginal
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likelihood satisfies the condition
m(y|s) ∝ exp
− k∑
j=1
 ∑
i:si=j
(yi − y¯j [s])2
2σ2
+
µ2τ−2(1 + σ2)− nj (y¯j [s]− µ)2
2(njτ2 + σ2)

k∏
j=1
√
njτ2 + σ2
σ2
,
(6)
where nj =
∑n
i=1 I(si = j), and y¯j[s] = n
−1
j
∑
i:si=j
yi.
From Equation (6) we see that, for large values of τ 2, the relative magnitude of m(y|s)
is determined primarily by the within-group sum of squares (
∑k
j=1
∑
i:si=j
(yi − y¯j[s])2) for
the partition induced by s. This observation suggests a heuristic notion: well-fitting anchor
models will be those for which S A contains many allocations that produce well-separated
groups in the data. The marginal likelihood on its own is impractical for model selection
because the large cardinality of S A makes exact computation of the expression in (5) im-
possible for moderate values of n and/or k. Consideration of this expression, nonetheless,
suggests that in specifying anchor models, we should promote separation among the mixture
components. In Section 3, we propose two computationally feasible method for specifying
anchor models that encourage separation and will tend to fit well.
2.4 Anchoring as an informative prior on γ
Replacing the exchangeable model with the anchor model (4) can be viewed as creating a
data-dependent, non-exchangeable prior on the component-specific parameters.
An anchor model with anchor points x1, . . . ,xk0 produces a posterior density of γ that
satisfies
p(γ|y) ∝
k0∏
j=1
pi(γj)φ(xj ;γj)
k∏
j=k0+1
pi(γj)
∏
i/∈A
k∑
j=1
k−1φ(yi;γj) (7)
=
k0∏
j=1
Cjp(γj |xj)
k∏
j=k0+1
pi(γj)
∏
i/∈A
k∑
j=1
k−1φ(yi;γj) (8)
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where Cj =
∫
pi(γj)φ(xj;γj)dγj and p(γj|xj) denotes the posterior density that results from
updating the distribution of γj with the anchor points xj. Because Cj does not depend on
the model parameters, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 4 The anchor model described in this section produces the same posterior dis-
tribution on γ as a model whose likelihood is a Gaussian mixture on the n−m unanchored
observations and whose prior is equal to
∏k0
j=1 p(γj|xj)
∏k
j=k0+1
pi(γj), where p(γj|xj) is the
posterior density of γj given the anchor points xj.
Combined with the asymptotic result soon to be discussed in Section 3.2, Proposition 4 will
justify the recommendation of choosing anchor points based on maximizing the information
on class labels contained in the prior.
3 Model specification
We now address two fundamental issues: how many and which points to anchor.
3.1 Choosing the number of anchor points
The following proposition, proved in the Appendix, states that the goodness-of-fit of an
anchor model, measured by its marginal likelihood, can always be increased by introducing
additional anchor points.
Proposition 5 Assume that C.1 on page 6 holds. Let A1∗, . . . , A
n
∗ be a sequence of anchor
models where Am∗ has the highest marginal likelihood among all anchor models with m anchor
points. The marginal likelihoods of the models satisfy mA1∗(y) ≤ . . . ≤ mAn∗ (y).
This result indicates that, based on goodness-of-fit alone, it is best to specify a larger number
of anchor points. However, increasing the number of anchor points strengthens the degree
of prior information built into the model. Intuition suggests that limiting the number of
anchor points might be desirable to ensure satisfactory out-of-sample predictive performance
because anchoring too many points may induce underestimation of the uncertainty about
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cluster membership of the observations. To assess the trade-off between goodness of fit and
out-of-sample predictive performance, we conducted a small simulation study. We simulated
data from a two-component location mixture and assessed the out of sample predictive
performance of the best anchor model with varied values of m. The details of this study and
its results are presented in the Appendix. In agreement with our intuition, the simulation
findings show that, in cases of mixture components that are not well-separated, the out-of-
sample predictive ability of the model suffers when too many anchor points are chosen.
The simulation results support the recommendation to anchor as few points as possible,
subject to the attainment of the labeling uniqueness requirement of Proposition 2. Although
it is possible to improve the model’s fit to the observed data by anchoring many points,
this can introduce bias in estimating the location parameters if the mixture components of
the true model overlap substantially which, in turn, will cause the predictive performance
to deteriorate. When the components are well-separated, on the other hand, there is little
difference in the predictive performances of anchor models with different numbers of anchor
points and little benefit accrues from anchoring many points. The next two sections discuss
methods for selecting which points to anchor.
3.2 Model specification using prior entropy
Cooley and MacEachern (1999) have studied the asymptotic behavior of the model parame-
ters γ in an exchangeable mixture model in the setting where prior information, possibly from
pre-labeled samples, is available. Applying results of Berk (1966), they derived statements
that, assuming appropriate regularity conditions, hold with probability one with respect to
the product measure Fγ0 on the space of sample paths of the true data-generating process
with true model parameters γ0. In the following paragraphs, we report the two results that
are relevant to our subsequent developments. Again, the results will be presented assuming
C.1 and C.2 on page 6 hold, but analogous results will be true when the component-specific
12
parameters include η.
Consider a finite mixture model with prior density on the model parameters pi(γ) and
define Γ0 = {ρq(γ0), q = 1, . . . , k!}, where q indexes all possible permutations ρq of the
integers 1, . . . , k. Let U denote an arbitrary open neighborhood of Γ0. Then,
lim
n→∞Π(U | y1, . . . , yn) = 1, a.s.− Fγ0 , (9)
where Π(· | y1, . . . , yn) is the posterior probability measure on the parameter space, given
a sample y1, . . . , yn of size n. In addition, let N(γ) denote an open ball of radius  > 0
centered at γ. Consider a given relabeling ρq(γ0) of the model parameters, q = 1, . . . , k!,
and assume that  is small enough for
⋂k!
h=1N(ρh(γ0)) = ∅ to hold. Then,
lim
n→∞Π(N (ρq(γ0)) | y1, . . . , yn) =
pi(ρq(γ0))∑k!
h=1 pi(ρh(γ0))
, a.s.− Fγ0 , (10)
where pi is the prior density of γ. (We assume that pi satisfies appropriate continuity
conditions.)
The result in (9) states that, as the sample size goes to infinity, the posterior mass
concentrates on arbitrarily small neighborhoods containing the k! relabelings of the true value
γ0. Result (10) further states that the posterior mass of a neighborhood of one relabeling
of γ0 depends only on the prior densities at that relabeling. It is natural, then, to interpret
the limiting values in (10) as defining an asymptotic discrete probability distribution on the
k! possible labelings of γ0.
Under the exchangeable model, this is a discrete uniform distribution on k! elements: no
matter how much additional data accumulates, each relabeling of γ0 remains equally likely.
New samples will never provide additional information about the component labels and the
influence of the exchangeable prior density will never diminish. Under an anchor model,
however, the prior distribution of the model parameters is informed by the anchor points x,
as discussed in Section 2.4.
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Applying result (10), we see that the asymptotic distribution of γ is also informed by
the anchor points and may favor some labelings of γ0 over others. The probability of the
qth relabeling of γ0, denoted by pq, satisfies pq ∝
∏k0
j=1 p(ρq(γ0j)|xj), where p(ρq(γ0j)|xj)
is the data-dependent prior described in Section 2.4. (Even if C.1 on page 6 does not hold,
this expression does not depend on η0, the true value of η.) The distribution induced by x
will be denoted by Px(γ0) = {pq, q = 1, . . . , k!}, or Px when there is no ambiguity. The
distribution Px only depends on the likelihoods at the anchor points, as stated in the ensuing
proposition which is proved in the Appendix.
Proposition 6 Under C.2 on page 6, the distribution Px does not depend on pi(γ0) and pq
equals
∏k0
j=1 φ(xj ; ρq(γ0j))/
∑k!
h=1
∏k0
j=1 φ(xj ; ρh(γ0j)).
Based on these findings, to disambiguate between class labels and produce a posterior
distribution that concentrates most of its mass around a well-defined mode, it would seem to
be ideal to find anchor points x such that Px puts very high probability on only one of the
possible labelings. To this end, we propose to maximize the prior information about the class
labels by selecting those anchor points x that minimize the entropy of the distribution Px
conditional on γ0, which is given by En(Px) = −
∑k!
q=1 pq log(pq). The resulting discrete
optimization problem must assess the behavior of the entropy over all possible sets of anchor
points. However, we find it computationally more convenient to view En(Px) as a continuous
function of x, and we find a value x∗ that minimizes this continuous function. The anchor
points can then be selected as the observations closest to x∗. Because γ0 is unknown, we fix
it at a preliminary maximum a posteriori (MAP) (or other) estimate of the true parameter
values under the exchangeable model. (In all situations considered in this paper requiring
preliminary MAP estimates of the parameters of the exchangeable model, they are easily
obtained by finding a local mode of the posterior density via a standard application of the
expectation-maximization algorithm.)
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Several results about the optimal choice of anchor points to minimize the entropy of the
labeling distribution can be shown analytically. Two interesting such results are given in the
following proposition which is proved in the Appendix.
Proposition 7 Suppose that k = 2 and that mj = m observations are to be anchored to
component j, j = 1, 2. The following results hold:
1. If σ21 = σ
2
2 = σ
2 and θ1 < θ2, then the optimal anchoring sets x1 = (y(1), . . . , y(m)),
x2 = (y(n−m+1), y(n)), where y(l) denotes the lth order statistic.
2. If θ1 = θ2 = θ and σ
2
1 < σ
2
2, then the optimal anchoring sets x1 equal to the points that
minimize
∑m
i=1(yi − θ)2 and x2 equal to the points that maximize
∑m
i=1(yi − θ)2.
The minimum-entropy anchor model has an appealing interpretation as being maximally
informative about an aspect of the model for which additional data will never provide in-
formation. This approach requires enumeration of all k! permutations of the class labels as
well as likelihood evaluations at each, which can become difficult for large values of k and in
problems where likelihoods are numerically zero at many permutations of the estimate of γ0.
The following section proposes a second method for model specification that is typically more
feasible for larger values of k.
3.3 Model specification using allocation probabilities
In this section we propose a second approach to model specification that formulates the
optimal anchor model as a solution to a modified Bayesian expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm for maximum a posteriori estimation. The method proceeds by computing a lower
bound on the log posterior density of γ and iteratively updating the parameter values and
an anchored posterior distribution on the latent allocations to maximize this lower bound.
Intuitively, a good anchor model should concentrate its posterior mass in the vicinity of one
of the modal regions of the exchangeable model. Thus, we select as the optimal anchor
points those that produce the best approximation (as measured by the lower bound) to the
15
exchangeable posterior density p(γ|y) near one of the symmetric local modes.
The method draws on the formulation of Neal and Hinton (1998) of the EM algorithm,
which makes use of the following lower bound on the log posterior density of γ:
log (p(γ|y)) ≥
∑
s∈S
q(s) log
(
p(s,γ|y)
q(s)
)
. (11)
This bound holds for any distribution q on the latent allocations by Jensen’s inequality. The
expression on the right-hand side of (11) is a function of γ and q and will be denoted by
F (γ, q). Neal and Hinton (1998) show that the EM algorithm may be seen as an iterative
maximization of the lower bound, F , with respect to γ (M step) and q (E step). At iteration t,
conditional on the current parameter value γt−1, the distribution qt∗ that maximizes F (γ
t−1, ·)
is the posterior distribution on the latent variables. For a Gaussian mixture, qt∗ has the form
qt∗(S = (s1, . . . , sn)|y,γt−1) =
∏n
i=1 q
t
∗(Si = si|y,γt−1), where
qt∗(Si = j|y,γt−1) = rtij =
φ(yi; γ
t−1
j )∑k
l=1 φ(yi; γ
t−1
l )
, j = 1, . . . , k, i = 1, . . . , n. (12)
When qt is set equal to qt∗ in the E step of the algorithm, the inequality in (11) is an equality
and the lower bound is equal to the log posterior density. Further, Neal and Hinton (1998)
state that the value of γ that maximizes F (·, qt∗) also maximizes the log posterior density.
Ganchev et al. (2008) have modified this EM formulation for settings where q∗ cannot
arise as the distribution of S because the model imposes certain restrictions on the latent
variables. Because the lower bound on log(p(γ|y)) always holds for any valid probability
distribution q, the E-step may be modified so that qt is chosen to maximize F (γt−1, ·), subject
to the problem-specific constraints. It is straightforward to verify that the lower bound on
log(p(γ|y)) satisfies
F (γ, q) = log(p(γ|y))−DKL(q||q∗), (13)
where DKL(q||q∗) =
∑
s q(s) log (q(s)/q∗(s)) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of q∗
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from q, and q∗ is the optimal posterior distribution given in (12). For any given γ, the lower
bound F will be largest when q is as close as possible to q∗, in terms of KL divergence.
An anchor model imposes constraints on the distribution of S and fits neatly into this
framework. In fact, Neal and Hinton (1998), Lu¨cke (2016) have suggested using such EM
modifications in closely related clustering problems based on Gaussian mixtures. For an
anchor model, the posterior distribution of Si is constrained to satisfy
qt(Si = j|y,γt−1) =

r˜tij i /∈ A
1 i ∈ Aj
0 i ∈ Aj′ , j′ 6= j.
(14)
Here, the sets Aj have cardinality |Aj| = mj for j = 1 . . . k0, and the r˜tij are probabilities
such that
∑k
j=1 r˜
t
ij = 1 for all i. Subject to these requirements, the form of the optimal
anchor model corresponding to a constrained distribution q that minimizes the KL divergence
appearing in (13) is described in the following proposition, which is proved in the Appendix.
Proposition 8 Let q be the posterior distribution of the allocations under an anchor model,
subject to the restrictions in (14). The KL divergence of q∗ from q, evaluated at a fixed
value of γ, is minimized when the sets Aj are chosen to maximize
∑k0
j=1
∑
i∈Aj rij and when
r˜ij = rij for all i 6∈ A.
The modified EM algorithm will, in the E step, hold γt−1 constant and update qt to
correspond to a valid anchor model with the optimal anchor points identified in Proposition 8.
This amounts to including i in Aj if rij is among the mj largest allocation probabilities to
component j, except in the case when i satisfies this condition for another j′ 6= j. Details on
selecting the anchor points is this case are given in the Appendix. (In our experience this case
hardly ever occurs in real data applications when the number of points to be anchored is small
relative to the sample size.) In the subsequent M step, γt is updated to maximize the lower
bound, holding qt fixed at its current value. As in the standard EM algorithm, the M step
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can be accomplished by maximizing E(log(p(γ, s,y)), where the expectation is taken with
respect to qt. This maximization is computationally tractable, because E(log(p(γ, s,y)) can
be expressed as a summation of k × n addenda, by an argument analogous to the one used
in the proof of Proposition 8. For the models considered in the examples of Sections 4 and 5
the maximizer can be derived in closed form. The steps of this “Anchored EM Algorithm”
are described in the Appendix.
As discussed by Ganchev et al. (2008) for related approaches, the Anchored EM algorithm
maximizes a penalized version of the log posterior density, where the penalty is given by the
KL divergence of the distribution q∗ corresponding to the exchangeable model from the
distribution q corresponding to the anchored model. Each EM iteration updates both the
parameters and the distribution q in order to increase the lower bound on the log posterior
density, yielding an optimal approximation to a local mode of the exchangeable posterior
distribution.
4 Two univariate examples
In this section we present two illustrative examples using univariate data. In either case we
fit the mixture model in (1), now treating η as unknown, and used the entropy criterion
of Section 3.2 to select anchor points. (We obtained comparable results when selecting the
anchor points by the anchored EM algorithm of Section 3.3.) We compared the resulting
inferences to those obtained from several relabeling algorithms, as implemented using the R
package label.switching (Papastamoulis, 2016).
4.1 Galaxies
Our first example demonstrates the anchoring method using the galaxies data set from
Roeder (1990), by now a benchmarking staple of the mixture literature. Previous analyses
have indicated that between three and seven Gaussian components are appropriate for this
18
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Figure A1: The galaxies dataset with the five minimum-entropy anchor points (left panel)
and simulated example data with the four minimum-entropy anchor points (right panel).
dataset; we chose to set k = 5 following Nobile and Fearnside (2007). We assumed that the
parameters γj = (θj, σ
2
j ) are a priori independent. We used a Normal-inverse Gamma prior
on γj, where θj has a Normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ
2
j τ
2 and σ2j has an
inverse Gamma(a0, b0) distribution, where the inverse Gamma distribution is parameterized
to have a mean of b0/(a0− 1). We chose values of the hyperparameters to loosely follow the
recommendations of Richardson and Green (1997) for these data: we set µ = 21.7255, the
midpoint of the data, τ 2 = 52, a0 = 2, and b0 = 12. For η we specified a Dirichlet(1k) prior,
where 1k is a vector of k ones.
We selected one anchor point per component using the minimum entropy method de-
scribed in Section 3.2. The entropy, evaluated at a MAP estimate of (γ,η), was minimized
numerically using the optim function in R with the BFGS method and the tolerance param-
eter set equal to 10−10. Running the optimization from several starting points yielded the
same minimizer. The selected anchor points are the observations closest to this value; the
locations of these points are shown in Figure A1. For the sake of comparison, we also fit the
exchangeable model using the same hyperparameters and applied several popular relabeling
algorithms implemented in the R label.switching package (Papastamoulis, 2016): the KL
method (Stephens, 2000), Data-based (DB) relabeling (Rodriguez and Walker, 2014), and
equivalence class relabeling (ECR) (Papastamoulis and Iliopoulos, 2010). Both the anchor
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model and exchangeable models were fit using JAGS (Plummer, 2003) with 20 chains run for
15,000 iterations (after 1,000 burn-in iterations), which we combined and thinned to obtain
a total of 10,000 posterior samples.
Marginal density estimates of the component means and variances are shown in Fig-
ure A2, with the estimates under the anchor model shown in the far left panel and the esti-
mates under the exchangeable model corresponding to the three relabeling methods shown
in the three remaining panels. All methods have produced similar estimates for the means
of components 1 and 5. The anchor model and DB relabeling produce the most clearly-
separated estimates of the means of components 2-4, while the KL and ECR methods result
in overlapping components that exhibit some multimodality. The estimated densities of the
component variances σ21 and σ
2
5 are similar for all methods. For the remaining components,
the estimates differ very slightly across methods: notably, the anchor model estimates a
density for σ23 that is more highly concentrated on small values than those estimated by
the relabeling methods. Further, the relabeling methods estimate the density of σ22 to be
concentrated near relatively large values (around 4.5), while the anchor model estimates a
less concentrated density for this parameter.
4.2 Scale mixture of simulated data
In this example we consider data simulated from a mixture with overlapping components
and different scales. We generated n = 80 observations from a 2-component mixture with
θ = (0, 0), σ2 = (2.25, .25), and η = (0.35, 0.65). We specified a Normal-inverse Gamma
prior with hyperparameters µ = y¯, τ 2 = 15, a0 = 5, b0 = 10 for the component specific
parameters, a Dirichlet(12) prior for η, and selected two anchor points per component. We
calculated the minimum-entropy anchor points to be x1 = (−3.30, 3.55), the minimum and
maximum observed data points, and x2 = (−0.1601,−0.1607), the points closest to the
sample mean of the data. The data and anchor points are shown in the right panel of
20
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Figure A2: Posterior marginal density estimates of θj (top) and σ
2
j for the galaxies data.
Results are shown for the minimum-entropy anchor model (far left) and (from near left) the
KL, DB, and ECR relabeling methods.
Figure A1.
The component densities for the anchor model and the relabeling algorithms are shown
in Figure A3. Each method estimates that the two component means are similar with high
probability. The relabeling algorithms each produce marginal densities for θ1 (the mean
of the component with the larger scale) with heavier right tails, while that of the anchor
model is more symmetric; in particular, the DB method produces a density with notably
more mass on larger values of θ1. The marginal densities of the component variances are
well-separated under the anchor model and the KL and ECR relabeling methods, with small
posterior means for σ22 and large means for σ
2
1. The posterior densities of both σ
2
1 and
σ22 are more concentrated under the anchor model, which is possibly a consequence of the
prior information incorporated into the model due to the anchor points. The DB relabeling
method produces bimodal posterior densities of the component variances and inadequately
characterizes the differences in scale between the two mixture components.
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Figure A3: Posterior marginal density estimates of θj (top) and σ
2
j for the simulated data.
Results are shown for the minimum-entropy anchor model (far left) and (from near left) the
KL, DB, and ECR relabeling methods.
5 A multivariate example: Fall detection data
We now apply the anchored modeling framework to a data set called SisFall (Sucerquia et al.,
2017), one of a growing body of fall data sets that are being used to develop systems to detect
falls automatically using wearable devices, cameras, and/or microphones. Experimental data
are obtained from volunteer subjects who simulate falls and various activities of daily living
(ADLs) and analyzed with the goal of characterizing the distinguishing features of falls
compared to ADLs and detecting falls with high accuracy.
Common practices in analyzing these types of data include thresholding (Bourke and
Lyons, 2008), in which lower- or upper-thresholds for one variable are set, and a fall is
determined to have occurred if the variable exceeds the threshold during a trial. More recent
analyses have used a supervised classification algorithm on extracted features of the data
(Albert et al., 2012; Casilari et al., 2017). Our approach uses a finite Gaussian mixture
model to cluster activities into similar subgroups and to provide a characterization of the
features of each group. Analyzing these data in a mixture framework makes it possible to
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Figure A4: The data and selected anchor points for the SisFall data example.
identify groups of experimental activities that share similar features and to describe, with
an accompanying appraisal of uncertainty, the typical features of each group. Using this
model for classification can provide further insight about what types of ADLs are difficult
to distinguish from falls.
The subjects of the SisFall experiments performed 15 types of falls and 15 types of ADLs,
each for 5 trials, while wearing two accelerometers and one gyroscope. We analyzed the data
recorded by one of the two accelerometers worn by one subject (“Subject 9”, a 24-year-
old male) in the SisFall dataset. A time series of three-dimensional acceleration vectors
(xt, yt, zt) is available for each trial i, i = 1, . . . , (15 + 15) × 5 = 150. Following common
practice in the fall detection literature, we summarized the acceleration at each time point
t via the Signal Magnitude Vector (SMV), defined as SMVt =
√
x2t + y
2
t + z
2
t . We further
summarized the SMV series for each trial using the logarithm of three extracted features
arranged in a three-dimensional vector. These features, previously used by Casilari et al.
(2017) in analyzing several similar fall datasets, are: log (maxt SMVt), log (mint SMVt),
and log (maxt |SMVt − SMVt−1|). Ultimately, the resulting data set contained 150 three-
dimensional vectors of extracted log-features.
We fit a multivariate Gaussian mixture model with k = 5 components. We selected
the number of components based on the integrated completed likelihood (ICL) criterion
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Figure A5: 2D marginal density estimates of the posterior distribution of θj for the fall
dataset.
(Biernacki et al., 2000; Baudry et al., 2010) evaluated at MAP estimates of the exchangeable
model parameters. We specified a N3(µ,Σj/κ) prior on θj with µ = Y¯ , the sample mean
vector of the data, and κ = 0.5. We specified a Wishart (ν,A) distribution on Σ−1j with
ν = 10 degrees of freedom and prior scale A = I3, where Ip denotes the p × p identity
matrix. Finally, we specified a Dirichlet(13) prior for η. Using the Anchored EM algorithm
described in Section 3.3, we selected two anchor points per component. The data and selected
anchor points are shown in Figure A4. Qualitatively, the selected anchor points identify
well-separated sites on the periphery of the data cloud, as we would expect in a location
problem by generalizing the intuition provided by Proposition 7. We fit the model using
a Gibbs sampler, running 60 chains of 8, 000 iterations each (after 1, 000 burn-in samples),
and thinned the chains to obtain M = 10, 000 samples from the posterior distribution.
Posterior density estimates of θ are shown in Figure A5. Table A1 lists posterior allo-
cation probabilities for selected activities, where an activity’s allocation probability to com-
ponent j is the relative frequency that smi = j, calculated from the Monte Carlo posterior
samples of sm, m = 1, . . . ,M , and averaged over the 5 observations for each activity. The
legend of Figure A5 also displays the proportion of falls among the observations classified to
each component, if each observation is classified to its most probable component.
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Table A1: Posterior allocation probabilities for selected activities in the SisFall dataset.
Activity Component
1 2 3 4 5
D06: Walking upstairs and downstairs quickly 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.59 0.00
D07: Slowly sit in half-height chair, wait a moment, up slowly 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
D09: Slowly sit in low-height chair, wait a moment, up slowly 0.37 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.57
D10: Quickly sit in low-height chair, wait a moment, up quickly 0.11 0.07 0.73 0.08 0.03
D11: Sit a moment, try to get up, and collapse into a chair 0.55 0.24 0.00 0.21 0.00
D18: Stumble while walking 0.14 0.62 0.00 0.24 0.00
D19: Gently jump without falling (trying to reach high object) 0.00 0.14 0.01 0.85 0.00
F02: Fall backward while walking caused by a slip 0.62 0.34 0.00 0.04 0.00
F04: Fall forward while walking caused by a trip 0.15 0.78 0.00 0.07 0.00
F09: Lateral fall when trying to get up 0.95 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.00
F10: Fall forward when trying to sit down 0.42 0.55 0.00 0.03 0.00
Component 5, whose mean is located in a far corner of the posterior parameter space, is a
subgroup that is characterized by low values of maximum SMV and high values of minimum
SMV throughout the trial. It is unsurprising that only 2% of activities classified to this
component are falls because falls are expected to be associated with large changes in accel-
eration. Component 3 describes activities with higher overall SMV than component 5, but,
unlike that component, contains no falls. Table A1 indicates that quick vertical movements,
such as D10, are likely to be classified to this component. The lower average minimum SMV
is a key feature that distinguishes component 3 from component 5, indicating that while
many ADLs exhibit higher minimum SMV values, there is a distinct subgroup of ADLs that
do not share that feature.
Components 1 and 2, on the other hand, describe activities with very large changes in
SMV and large maximum SMV. These components are likely to contain falls or ADLs such
as trying to get up but collapsing into a chair (D11). Component 4 also tends to describe
activities with large changes in acceleration, but has lower values of minimum SMV than
components 1 and 2. This group occasionally describes falls but is more descriptive of
unusually fast ADLs, such as gently jumping (D19). Interestingly, this component exhibits
some overlap with component 2, which contains mostly falls; the features of components 2
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and 4 seem to differ primarily in magnitude across all variables. The model has located a
trivariate threshold that aids in classification.
Table A1 indicates that certain types of ADLs, such as sitting slowly (D07), are unlikely
to be confused with falls as indicated by their high probability of allocation to component 5.
The small (log) changes in acceleration associated with this component, which the model
estimates to have an average of 3.4, is a feature that is likely to be highly predictive of
certain ADLs. Other ADLs such as going upstairs quickly (D06) share the high-acceleration
features that many falls exhibit. The similarities between ADLs that involve fast movement
and forward falls suggest that measurements including a directional component may aid in
better distinguishing falls.
This analysis provides a way of identifying ADLs that are “problematic,” in that they
share common features with certain types of falls, and estimating the model parameters that
describe characteristics of each of the groups represented by the mixture components.
6 Discussion
The proposed anchored Bayesian mixture model offers a model-based resolution to label-
switching that eliminates prior and posterior exchangeability without imposing highly re-
strictive identifiability constraints. In Section 3, we presented two strategies for selecting
optimal anchor points. These strategies each require several pre-processing steps, but they
eliminate the need for post-processing of MCMC samples, typically a computational wash. A
carefully-specified anchor model will produce component-specific parameter estimates that
reflect homogeneous subgroups in the population and arise directly from the specified model.
Although this paper has presented the anchor model methodology for the Gaussian mix-
ture, it is readily extended to mixtures of other probability distributions. Many of the
properties of the anchor model do not require the component distributions to be Gaussian.
For example, the basic properties of anchor models as outlined in Propositions 2 and 4 of Sec-
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tion 2 apply to any finite mixture, and Proposition 3 will be typically be true for probability
distributions that are continuous in y and γ. Proposition 5, which stated that the anchor
model’s fit improves with the addition of more anchor points, is also true for non-Gaussian
mixtures. The expressions m(y|s) that indicate conditional goodness of fit are specific to
the Gaussian mixture, and so the heuristic notions about the shapes of anchor models that
fit well may differ when other models are considered. The model specification strategies
developed in Section 3 can be implemented in models from other families, although the
asymptotic result that motivates the entropy criterion in Section 3.2 does depend on several
conditions on the component likelihoods and priors.
Our work can be refined and extended in many directions. Based on our current modeling
experience with Gaussian mixtures, the resulting inferences are quite robust with respect
to small changes in the specification of the anchor points. One interesting direction of
future research is to build on the foregoing discussion and investigate the performance of
the proposed methodology when applied to non-Gaussian mixtures (especially mixtures with
skewed components) and determine how the resulting inferences are affected by small changes
in the choice of anchor points.
Another interesting issue is to assess the scalability of the anchor model methodology to
problems with large values of k and data sets of larger size n. Situations with large k do
arise in practice; for example, Cron and West (2011) discuss applications in flow cytometry
that may require hundreds of mixture components to adequately model that data. Of the
two model specification methods presented in Section 3, the method seeking minimum-
entropy anchor points is theoretically appealing but requires enumerating the k! possible
permutations of the class labels and becomes difficult to apply when k is large. The method
based on allocation probabilities requires, at each iteration of the anchored EM algorithm,
O(k × n) functional evaluations and can potentially scale up effectively to larger problems.
From an applied modeling perspective, we plan to extend the anchored mixture method-
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ology to the case of hierarchical mixture models fit to grouped data collected on many
experimental units, as in the case, for example, of the entire SisFall data set. Assuming
a mixture model with a fixed number of components for the data collected on each of the
experimental units, with component specific parameters tied together in a hierarchical struc-
ture, several challenging modeling questions will need an answer. Decisions will have to be
made concerning the number of components needed to describe the data for each experi-
mental unit. A simple approach would employ the same number of components for each
subject. A more refined approach would allow for varying numbers of components across
units. With specific regard to the anchored methodology, we plan to investigate different
approaches to the specification of the anchor points. These include selecting anchor points
using independent fits to the data for each unit and strategies that account for existing de-
pendencies in the data. We will also consider approaches where only a subset of the units
will have anchored observations.
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Appendix
A1 Proofs of the propositions
This section presents proofs of Propositions 2, 3, and 5-8. When necessary, references to
expressions in the main manuscript will be preceded by M, so that, for example, (M2) refers
to Equation (2) in the main manuscript.
Proposition 2 An anchor model A = {A1, . . . , Ak} imposes a unique labeling on each par-
tition that has nonzero probability if and only if A1, . . . , Ak−1 are non-empty.
Proof. Suppose Ak−1 and Ak are empty so that at least two components have no points
anchored to them. Choose an allocation s∗ from S A such that s∗ has at least one element
equal to k−1, so that s∗ has induced a partition of the data under which one group is labeled
k− 1. The set S A also contains the allocation obtained by permuting the label k and k− 1
in s∗, which induces the same partition but a different labeling. In contrast, if A1, . . . , Ak−1
each contain at least one point, any allocation from S A induces a partition that cannot be
relabeled without relabeling an anchor point.
Proposition 3 Consider an anchor model A = {A1, . . . , Ak} such that Aj is not empty.
Then the marginal posterior density of γj is distinct from the marginal posterior density of
γj′, for each j
′ 6= j, provided that pi(·) in C.2 on page M6 is a density that is continuous and
positive on an open subset of the parameter space.
Proof. Express the marginal posterior density of γj under model A in terms of the latent
allocations as
pA(γj|y) =
∑
s∈SA
p(γj|y, s)pA(s|y),
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where pA(s|y) is the posterior probability of s under model A. Using γ−j to denote the
vector that results from removing γj from γ, the distribution p(γj|y, s) under C.2 is equal
to
p(γj|y, s) =
∫
f(y|γ, s)pi(γ)dγ−j∫
f(y|γ, s)pi(γ)dγ
=
∫ ∏k
j=1 φ(y[j|s]|γj)pi(γj)dγ−j∫ ∏k
j=1 φ(y[j|s]|γj)pi(γj)dγ
=
φ(y[j|s];γj)pi(γj)∫
φ(y[j|s];γj)pi(γj)dγj
.
Let W ⊂ R × R+ be some open set such that pi(w) > 0 for all w ∈ W . The densities
p(γj|y, s) and p(γj′|y, s) are distinct if there exists some value w ∈ W that satisfies
φ(y[j|s];w)pi(w)
φ(y[j′|s];w)pi(w) 6=
∫
φ(y[j|s];u)pi(u)du∫
φ(y[j′|s];u)pi(u)du . (15)
When component j contains an anchor points, y[j|s] is distinct from y[j′|s] with probabil-
ity 1. The expression on the right-hand side of (15) is constant for fixed y[j|s] and y[j′|s],
while the likelihood ratio on the left-hand side is a non-constant, continuous function of w.
The inequality above will hold for w ∈ W with probability 1 with respect to pi.
Proposition 5 Assume that C.1 and C.2 on page M6 holds. Let A1∗, . . . , A
n
∗ be a sequence
of anchor models where Am∗ has the highest marginal likelihood among all anchor models with
m anchor points. The marginal likelihoods of the models satisfy m(A1∗|y) ≤ . . . ≤ m(An∗ |y).
Proof. Let S A
m
denote the restricted set of allocation vectors for the anchor model Am.
For any index i /∈ Am, it is possible to write S Am as ∪kj=1S Am+1(i, j), where S Am+1(i, j) =
{s : si = j; s ∈ S Am}, the set of allocations for an anchor model obtained by anchoring
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observation i to component j. The marginal likelihood for Am can be written as
m(Am|y) =
k∑
j=1
∑
SAm+1 (i,j)
m(y|s). (16)
If Am+1∗ is the best anchor with m+ 1 anchor points, then
1
k
k∑
j=1
∑
SAm+1 (i,j)
m(y|s) ≤
∑
SA
m+1∗
m(y|s), (17)
for any i and j. Therefore,
m(Am∗ |y) =
1
kn−m
∑
SA
m∗
m(y|s)
=
1
kn−(m+1)
1
k
k∑
j=1
∑
SAm+1 (i,j)
m(y|s)
 (18)
≤ 1
kn−(m+1)
 ∑
SA
m+1∗
m(y|s)
 (19)
= m(Am+1∗ |y). (20)
Proposition 6 Under C.2 on page M6, the distribution Px does not depend on pi(γ0) and
its qth element is equal to
pq =
∏k0
j=1 φ(x0j; ρq(γ0j))∑k!
h=1
∏k0
j=1 φ(x0j; ρh(γ0j))
.
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Proof: The probability of the qth class label under the anchor model is
pq =
p(ρq (γ0) |x)∑k!
h=1 p(ρh (γ0) |x)
=
∏k0
j=1 p(ρq(γ0j)|xj)
∏k
j=k0+1
pi(ρq(γ0j))∑k!
h=1
∏k0
j=1 p(ρh(γ0j)|xj)
∏k
j=k0+1
pi(ρh(γ0j))
,
where
k0∏
j=1
p(ρq(γ0j)|xj) =
k0∏
j=1
pi(ρq(γ0j))φ(xj; ρq(γ0j))C
−1
j . (21)
As in Section 2.4 of the manuscript, Cj is defined to be
Cj =
∫
pi(γj)φ(xj;γj)dγj
and does not depend on the labeling of γj. Because the exchangeable prior satisfies∏k
j=1 pi(ρq(γ0j)) =
∏k
j=1 pi(ρq′(γ0j)) for any q and q
′, the only term in (21) that depends on
the qth permutation is
∏k0
j=1 φ(xj; ρq(γ0j)). Thus,
pq =
∏k0
j=1 φ(xj; ρq(γ0j))∑k!
h=1
∏k0
j=1 φ(xj; ρh(γ0j))
for q = 1, . . . , k!.
Proposition 7 Suppose that k = 2 and that mj = m observations are to be anchored to
component j, j = 1, 2. The following results hold:
1. If σ21 = σ
2
2 = σ
2 and θ1 < θ2, then the optimal anchoring sets x1 = (y(1), . . . , y(m)),
x2 = (y(n−m+1), y(n)), where y(l) denotes the lth order statistic.
2. If θ1 = θ2 = θ and σ
2
1 < σ
2
2, then the optimal anchoring sets x1 equal to the points that
minimize
∑m
i=1(yi − θ)2 and x2 equal to the points that maximize
∑m
i=1(yi − θ)2.
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Proof. When k = 2, Px has only two elements and maximizing p1 will minimize its entropy.
Thus, it is sufficient to maximize the ratio p1/p2. In the location problem (case 1), p1/p2
equals
φ(x1; θ1, σ
2)φ(x2; θ2, σ
2)
φ(x1; θ2, σ2)φ(x2; θ1, σ2)
= exp
(m
σ2
(θ2 − θ1)(x¯2 − x¯1)
)
,
where x¯1 and x¯2 are the sample means of x1 and x2. Because we assume θ1 < θ2, this
expression is increasing in (x¯2 − x¯1). In case 2, p1/p2 is equal to
φ(x1; θ, σ
2
1)φ(x2; θ, σ
2
2)
φ(x1; θ, σ22)φ(x2; θ, σ
2
1)
= exp
((
1
2σ21
− 1
2σ22
)( m∑
i=1
(x2i − θ)2 −
m∑
i=1
(x1i − θ)2
))
.
Because σ21 < σ
2
2, the ratio is increasing in
∑m
i=1(x2i − θ)2 and decreasing in
∑m
i=1(x1i − θ)2.
Proposition 8 Let q be the posterior distribution of the allocations under an anchor model,
subject to the restrictions in (M14). The KL divergence of q∗ from q, evaluated at a fixed
value of γ, is minimized when the sets Aj are chosen to maximize
∑k0
j=1
∑
i∈Aj rij and when
r˜ij = rij for all i 6∈ A.
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Proof. For any distributions q and q∗, and defining x log(x) = 0, the KL-divergence of q∗
from q is equal to
DKL(q||q∗) =
∑
s
q(s) log
(
q(s)
q∗(s)
)
=
∑
s
[
n∏
l=1
q(sl)
]
log
( ∏n
i=1 q(si)∏n
i=1 q∗(si)
)
=
∑
s
[
n∏
l=1
q(sl)
]
n∑
i=1
(
log
(
q(si)
q∗(si)
))
=
k∑
s1=1
. . .
k∑
sn=1
[
n∏
l=1
q(sl)
]
n∑
i=1
(
log
(
q(si)
q∗(si)
))
=
k∑
s1=1
. . .
k∑
sn−1=1
[
n−1∏
l=1
q(sl)
]
k∑
sn=1
q(sn)
n∑
i=1
(
log
(
q(si)
q∗(si)
))
=
k∑
s1=1
. . .
k∑
sn−1=1
[
n−1∏
l=1
q(sl)
]
[
k∑
sn=1
q(sn)
n−1∑
i=1
(
log
(
q(si)
q∗(si)
))
+
k∑
sn=1
q(sn)
(
log
(
q(sn)
q∗(sn)
))]
=
k∑
s1=1
. . .
k∑
sn−1=1
[
n−1∏
l=1
q(sl)
][
n−1∑
i=1
(
log
(
q(si)
q∗(si)
))
+
k∑
sn=1
q(sn)
(
log
(
q(sn)
q∗(sn)
))]
...
=
n∑
i=1
k∑
si=1
q(si) log
(
q(si)
q∗(si)
)
.
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Substituting the definition of q∗ in (M12) and the restrictions on q from (M14) yields
DKL(q||q∗) =
n∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
q(si = j) log
(
q(si = j)
rij
)
=
∑
i∈Aj
k∑
j=1
I(si = j) log
(
I(si = j)
rij
)
+
∑
i/∈A
k∑
j=1
r˜ij log
(
r˜ij
rij
)
= −
k∑
j=1
∑
i∈Aj
log (rij) +
k∑
j=1
∑
i/∈A
r˜ij log
(
r˜ij
rij
)
. (22)
The second term in (22) is non-negative and can be made equal to zero by setting r˜ij = rij for
i /∈ A. The first term decreases toward zero as rij → 1 for i ∈ A. Subject to the restriction
that Aj ∩ Aj′ = ∅ and |Aj| = mj, the q that minimizes DKL(q||q∗) is
q(Si = j) =

rij i /∈ A
1 i ∈ Aj
0 i ∈ Aj′ , j′ 6= j,
where the Aj are selected to maximize
∑k
j=1
∑
i∈Aj rij. The sets Aj will contain the mj
observations with the highest value(s) of rij, for j = 1, . . . , k0, if there are no observations
that fit this criterion for more than one value of j.
A2 Simulation study
Here, we describe in detail the simulation study referenced in Section 3.1 of the main
manuscript, evaluating how the number of anchor points affects out-of-sample predictions
from the anchor model. Specifically, we simulated data from a mixture with k = 2 mixture
components to assess the relationship between goodness of fit and predictive performance of
the anchor model. For each data set we fit a univariate location model assuming σ1 = σ2 = 1
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and η1 = η2 = 0.5, using independent N(0, 25) prior distributions on the component means
θ1 and θ2. We generated data from a Gaussian mixture with means θ1 = 0, θ2 = δ and
standard deviations σ1 = 1 and σ2 = σ. We considered several values of δ to assess the effect
of separation among the mixture components and several values of σ to assess the effect of
model misspecification. For each combination of δ and σ, we generated 1,000 small data sets,
yj,(δ,σ), j = 1, . . . , 1, 000, of size n = 10. To each of these data sets, we fit nine anchor models
A2j,(δ,σ), . . . , A
10
j,(δ,σ), having m = 2, . . . , 10 anchor points such that A
m
j,(δ,σ) has the highest
marginal likelihood among anchor models with m anchor points, subject to the additional
requirement that at least one anchor point be assigned to each of the two components. Note
that, to block out uninteresting sources of variation, we used a common master batch of 1,000
data sets sampled from a model with standard normal mixture components and obtained
the 1,000 data sets for each (δ, σ) pair through appropriate rescaling and translation of the
observations.
We assessed the out-of-sample predictive performance of each model in terms of its ex-
pected log pointwise predictive density (ELPPD) (Gelman et al., 2014) as follows. For a given
simulated data set, yj,(δ,σ), we generated N˜ = 1, 000 replicate data sets, y˜
1
j,(δ,σ), . . . , y˜
N˜
j,(δ,σ),
from the same distribution as that of yj,(δ,σ). Again, this was done using a common master
batch of 1,000 standardized data sets. For each anchor model Amj,(δ,σ), we generated T = 3, 000
Monte Carlo samples of the model parameters γ1, . . . ,γT from the posterior distribution of
γ conditional on yj,(δ,σ). We then estimated the ELPPD for that anchor model fit to yj,(δ,σ)
by the quantity 1/N˜
∑N˜
i=1
{∑10
k=1
[
log
(
T−1
∑T
t=1 f(y˜
i,k
j,(δ,σ)|γt)
)]}
, which provides a Monte
Carlo estimate of the expected log predictive density, p(y˜|yj,(δ,σ)), of a new sample, y˜, and
will be large when the model has strong predictive performance.
Figure A6 shows boxplots of the 1,000 estimated ELPPD values for each of the (δ, σ)
simulation settings, with δ = 0.25, 1.75, 2.75 and σ2 = 0.10, 1, and each value for the number
of anchor points, m, between 2 and 9. For the settings with the largest value of δ = 2.75 in
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Figure A6: Boxplots of the values of the ELPPD of each simulated dataset for anchor
models with m = 2, . . . , 10. The panels show results for selected experimental conditions
with δ = 0.25, 1.75, 2.75 and σ = 0.1, 1.
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which the mixture components are well-separated, there is only a slight increase in predictive
performance as the number of anchored points increases. For the smallest value of δ = 0.25,
however, the predictive performance deteriorates when the number of anchor points is large:
the ELPPD values appear to have both lower medians and higher variability for models with
more anchor points. For the settings in which the data were generated with σ 6= 1, this
pattern of deterioration as m grows is more apparent.
A3 Anchored EM algorithm
In this section we list the pseudo-code of the Anchored EM algorithm described in Section 3.3
of the main manuscript.
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Algorithm 1 Anchored EM Algorithm
0: Initialize γ0 and select  > 0. Set t = 1 and δ > .
while δ ≥  do
E step: Calculate the unconstrained posterior probabilities rtij at the current value of
γt−1. Initialize At = ∅.
Find At to maximize
∑k0
j=1
∑
i∈Aj r
t
ij.
Set r˜tij = 1 and r˜
t
il = 0, l 6= j for i ∈ Atj, j = 1, . . . , k0.
Set r˜tij = r
t
ij for i /∈ At, j = 1, . . . , k. Define qt as in M14 using r˜tij.
M step: Set γt = arg maxγ F (γ, q
t).
δ = F (γt, qt)− F (γt−1, qt−1); t++.
end while
An exact solution to the maximization of At above may framed as a solution to a trans-
portation problem where k0 sources must be connected to n destinations and the cost of
connecting source j to destination i is −rtij. The solution can be expressed as an n × k0
matrix B of 0’s and 1’s, where Bij = 1 if i ∈ Aj, subject to the constraints
∑k0
j=1Bij ≤ 1 and∑n
i=1Bij = mj. The function lp.transport in the R package lpSolve (Berkelaar, 2015) can
be used to perform this step of the algorithm. Alternatively, an approximate solution may be
found using, for example, Vogel’s approximation method and variants thereof (Mathirajan
and Meenakshi, 2004; Juman and Hoque, 2015) or using the heuristic method described in
the pseudo-code below.
while |At| < m do
Find i′, j′ = maxi,j:i 6∈At, |Atj |<mj r
t
ij. Set i
′ ∈ Aj′ .
Set r˜ti′j′ = 1 and r˜
t
i′l = 0, l 6= j′.
end while
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A4 Analysis of the SisFall data
This section provides additional details on the data analysis example presented in Section 5
of the main manuscript.
Data. The full SisFall data set collected by Sucerquia et al. (2017), with additional de-
tails on the experimental procedure, is available at http://sistemic.udea.edu.co/en/
research/projects/english-falls/.
Additional tables. Table A2 gives posterior means of θj for each mixture component.
Table A3 gives the full table of posterior allocation probabilities for each of the activities
considered in the analysis. Activities beginning with “D” are ADLs and activities beginning
with “F” are falls.
Table A2: Posterior means of θj for each component from the SisFall data.
Component 1 2 3 4 5
log(maxt SMVt) 7.096 7.412 6.297 7.030 5.857
log(mint SMVt) 4.537 3.596 3.881 2.918 5.233
log(maxt |SMVt−SMVt−1|) 5.444 6.373 4.033 5.287 3.442
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Table A3: Posterior allocation probabilities for selected activities in the SisFall dataset.
1 2 3 4 5
D05: Walking upstairs and downstairs slowly 0.191 0.017 0.027 0.004 0.761
D06: Walking upstairs and downstairs quickly 0.000 0.412 0.000 0.588 0.000
D07: Slowly sit in a half height chair, wait a moment, and up
slowly
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.999
D08: Quickly sit in a half height chair, wait a moment, and up
quickly
0.053 0.069 0.762 0.059 0.057
D09: Slowly sit in a low height chair, wait a moment, and up
slowly
0.370 0.041 0.007 0.009 0.574
D10: Quickly sit in a low height chair, wait a moment, and up
quickly
0.113 0.067 0.725 0.065 0.030
D11: Sitting a moment, trying to get up, and collapse into a
chair
0.552 0.239 0.001 0.208 0.000
D12: Sitting a moment, lying slowly, wait a moment, and sit
again
0.006 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.990
D13: Sitting a moment, lying quickly, wait a moment, and sit
again
0.502 0.071 0.008 0.008 0.412
D14: Being on one’s back change to lateral position, wait a
moment, and change to one’s back
0.003 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.996
D15: Standing, slowly bending at knees, and getting up 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.999
D16: Standing, slowly bending without bending knees, and
getting up
0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.999
D17: Standing, get into a car, remain seated and get out of the
car
0.005 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.993
D18: Stumble while walking 0.135 0.621 0.000 0.244 0.000
D19: Gently jump without falling (trying to reach high object) 0.000 0.139 0.013 0.848 0.000
F01: Fall forward while walking caused by a slip 0.227 0.735 0.000 0.038 0.000
F02: Fall backward while walking caused by a slip 0.619 0.340 0.000 0.041 0.000
F03: Lateral fall while walking caused by a slip 0.842 0.136 0.000 0.022 0.000
F04: Fall forward while walking caused by a trip 0.149 0.780 0.000 0.071 0.000
F05: Fall forward while jogging caused by a trip 0.000 0.868 0.000 0.132 0.000
F06: Vertical fall while walking caused by fainting 0.956 0.035 0.000 0.008 0.001
F07: Fall while walking, with use of hands in a table to dampen
fall, caused by fainting
0.772 0.159 0.000 0.069 0.000
F08: Fall forward when trying to get up 0.583 0.350 0.001 0.059 0.007
F09: Lateral fall when trying to get up 0.950 0.041 0.000 0.009 0.000
F10: Fall forward when trying to sit down 0.423 0.549 0.000 0.028 0.000
F11: Fall backward when trying to sit down 0.684 0.225 0.001 0.090 0.000
F12: Lateral fall when trying to sit down 0.740 0.222 0.000 0.038 0.000
F13: Fall forward while sitting, caused by fainting or falling
asleep
0.239 0.435 0.026 0.117 0.183
F14: Fall backward while sitting, caused by fainting or falling
asleep
0.448 0.335 0.008 0.176 0.034
F15: Lateral fall while sitting, caused by fainting or falling
asleep
0.756 0.190 0.002 0.050 0.001
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